Alteration in dentate neuronal activities associated with perforant path kindling. I. Long-term potentiation of excitatory synaptic transmission.
One candidate for the neuronal mechanism of kindling is the facilitation of excitatory synaptic transmission. The population EPSP component of the perforant path-dentate field potential is strongly potentiated by the first few kindling stimulations applied to the perforant path. As kindling proceeds further, however, subsequent changes in transmission efficacy have been a source of controversy. The present study reexamines these changes in transmission efficacy of the perforant path-dentate granule cell synapses during and after perforant path kindling using improved methods of analysis of the field potentials recorded in freely moving rats. The slope of the regression line of the population EPSPs on a range of stimulus strength values was found to be enhanced by the first kindling stimulation and then continued to increase gradually with subsequent kindling stimulations, indicating a cumulative increase in synaptic transmission efficacy throughout the period of kindling. The potentiated excitatory synaptic transmission lasted for at least 1 month after the cessation of kindling. On the other hand, the kindling stimulations produced a progressive increase in the x-intercept of the regression line, indicating an increase in the minimal EPSP threshold. These two effects seem to account for the apparent discrepancy between previous studies, each of which measured the population EPSP at a fixed stimulus strength.